
During the field season, VXE-6's photoconfigured
Lockheed LC-130F aircraft flew approximately
76,320 of the programmed 169,600 square miles
of tricamera aerial mapping photography. After
the aerial film had been inspected and evaluated in
Christchurch, New Zealand, approximately 50,000
square miles was determined to be of mapping
quality, pending later inspection of the contact prints
in Washington, D.C.

The major photographic effort this year continued
to be in the Antarctic Peninsula region, an area
known for its extremely bad weather conditions. Be-
cause the Peninsula photographic areas were outside
the range of the LC-130 aircraft flying from the
McMurdo Sound air facilities, it was necessary to

stage the aircraft out of Byrd Station for the southern
Peninsula area and out of Punta Arenas, Chile, for
the northern Peninsula area. However, neither the
information from weather satellites nor the reloca-
tion of the aircraft helped in photographing this
region. Photographic fill lines were also flown in the
Thurston and Berkner Islands areas, in eastern Ells-
worth Land, and along the Coats Land coast.

In addition, 75 percent of the programmed special
multidiscipline photographic projects were flown.
On these missions, black-and-white film was used for
penguin- and seal-population censuses, and color and
color infrared film was used for geologic investiga-
tions in the Transantarctic Mountains and in Marie
Byrd Land.
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Investigations of the propagation of energetic parti-
cles into the polar cap are relevant to an under-
standing of the character of the magnetic regime in
the region where the field lines extend in an unclearly
defined manner far into space. Balloon-borne instru-
ments launched near the geomagnetic pole afford a
unique means of observing in detail, at a specific
location, the characteristics and temporal history of
enhanced fluxes of energetic particles of X—rays gen-
erated in the upper atmosphere by electrons, and of
nuclear -y-rays produced by protons with energies
below the atmospheric cutoff.

Many studies of polar cap absorption (PCA) events
and of electron precipitation effects in the auroral
zone have been conducted. At very high geomagnetic
latitudes, where the magnetic field is perpendicular to
the Earth's surface, attenuation is produced by the
atmosphere rather than by the magnetic field; hence,
solar particles are "stopped" through collisions rather
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than through magnetic deflection. The geomagnetic
field configuration and, in particular, the dynamics of
the magnetospheric tail give rise to differences in the
propagation of solar particles to different points
within the polar cap. These propagation differences
would manifest themselves as intensity differences
that might be detectable with identical balloon-borne
detectors flown simultaneously at different locations
or as time variations at a single location.

It has been observed that auroras occur when parti-
cles are precipitated near the outermost region of the
Van Allen belt and that the trapped flux simulta-
neously increases. This observation has led to the
suggestion that a local acceleration mechanism exists.
On the other hand, discrete auroral forms have been
observed at high latitudes where the field configura-
tion is not compatible with particle trapping.

Very-high-latitude studies of PCA events have been
made with riometer and ionospheric forward-scatter
techniques to measure the effect of interactions of
solar particles as manifested by the ionosphere. How-
ever, there has been a dearth of direct particle and
X-ray measurements poleward of the auroral zone. A
series of 7 flights was conducted at McMurdo Sta-
tion early this year, as the first step in an investigation
of particle phenomena in the polar cap with balloon-
borne instruments.

The instrument packages, carried aloft by 135,000-
cu.-ft. 1)lastic balloons, contained three Geiger-Mueller
counters operating singly and in coincidence, and a
NaT crystal scintillator with pulse height discriiiiina-
tion providing output signals corresponding to X-ray
energies >25 Key., >50 Key., >75 Key., >100
Key., and >500 Key. The objective of this program
was to carry out a preliminary reconnaissance for de-
termining the gross characteristics of events occurring
deep in the polar cap.

Since the data analysis is still in progress, it is pre-
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Cosmic-ray balloon being launched at McMurdo.

mature to cite the results. Extremely quiet solar con-
ditions prevailed during the very brief period avail-
able in the antarctic summer for launching the
flights. Therefore, any intensity variations that
might have occurred were of very small magnitude
and are much more difficult to resolve than effects
which would manifest themselves during solar particle
events or during extreme geomagnetic disturbances.

One of the goals was to search for possible diurnal
variations in the cosmic ray intensity. For this reason,
the launching times were staggered to insure a
round-the-clock coverage at ceiling altitude (7 mb.).
Preliminary analysis has revealed that the noon-mid-
night ratio is very close to unity, but the possibility
that small but significant time variations occurred can
not yet be excluded. Machine programs are now being
developed to push the analysis to the ultimate limits
impoed by statistical and experimental uncertainties.

These flights demonstrated that McMurdo is an
excellent site for carrying out investigations with bal-
loon-borne instruments. Some flights remained at
high ahiudes and within radio range for more than
two days. This limit could be significantly increased
by selecting a more effective location for the receiving
antenna and by adding a minimal ballasting arrange-
ment.
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Results from earlier research on carbon-dating of
ice, performed in Greenland using a melt-vacuum ves-
sel technique (Langway et al., 1965; Oeschger et al.,
1966) and later a unique, down borehole tech-
nique (Oeschger et al., 1967) suggested the feasi-
bility of developing a new system to be used in
conjunction with the current antarctic deep core-
drilling program (Ueda and Hansen, 1967; Ueda
and Garfield, 1968). The objective was to develop a
remotely controlled melt-extraction system that could
operate and make collections in a liquid-filled or a dry
borehole over entire vertical profiles of an ice sheet
for carbon-dating purposes and other solid, liquid,
or gas collections.

During the 1968-1969 field season, Cold Re-
gions R&E Laboratory and University of Bern re-
searchers conducted preliminary investigations related
to the carbon-dating program in the deep, liquid-filled
borehole (2,164 m) and in a shallow, "dry" borehole
(220 m) at Byrd Station. The pilot probe and auxi-
liary extraction lines, initially designed and engineered
solely for CO 2 collections, were exhaustively tested in
the main trench (-20°C.) and in the 200-m deep dry
hole. The tool is 7.2 m long, has a 15.4 cm diameter,
and can be lowered to any depth in a borehole where
a collection is desired. When in place, two hydrauli-
cally controlled seals are released to block a 3'/2-m
long portion of the borehole. Special precautions are
taken to avoid contamination. The space between the
seals is cleaned of its drilling fluid by releasing
CO2-free wash water from a heated tank. Melting the
ice along the borehole wall to collect the sample is
iniJated by injecting additional pure water. The
meltwater is then passed through an ion-exchange
column that collects the HCO, and CO,-; the pur-
ified meltwater flows through a heater for recircula-
tion. With this system, about one ton of ice can be
melted in 30 hours with a 10 KW power supply. One
down-hole gas sample was collected before a malfunc-
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